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Your father, your grandfather and your
great -grandfather in all their lifetimes
saw fewer changes in American agriculture than the middle -aged observer today.
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Birds' Deportment Subject of Study
Diuron for Weeds in Cotton Charles U. Pickrell A Career in Plant Pathology -

Henry Adams, the historian, was an
exacting and careful reporter as he described New England agriculture 150
years ago:

The plow was rude and clumsy, the
sickle as old as Tubal Cain, and even the
cradle not in general use. The flail was
unchanged since the Aryan exodus. In
Virginia, grain was still commonly trodden out by horses.
. Livestock was as
a rule not only unimproved but ill -cared
for. The swine ran loose; the cattle were
left to feed on what pasture they could
find. The ordinary cultivator planted his
.

.

corn as his father had planted his, sowing

so much rye to the acre, using the same
number of oxen to plow, and getting in
his crops on the same day. He was even
known to remove his barn on account of
the manure accumulated around it."
Today's greatest contrast with that pioneer era is probably in electronics. ( A
decade ago it would have been the chemicals in use in Agriculture.) At our Yuma
branch stations the research workers, by
using electronic instruments, can measure
the solar heat beating down on a cow or
steer. At our Campbell Avenue farms in

Tucson the key to asphalt stripping of

agriculture and the best -nourished citizenry in the history of mankind;
5.

Lastly, we in 1962 can look into

the future to even greater advances, more

startling changes, in the century we are
just entering. With agricultural research
and extension education developing new
accomplishments and carrying them to
the people, a revolution in human nutrition, in food and fiber production, will
pour forth from men and women who
are the classroom students of today.
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cold season row crops is electronic meas-

urement of heat and moisture of soil at
various depths.
At the University's Citrus Station, near

Phoenix, Supt. Hilgeman has electronic
instruments measuring by hour and minutes the changing temperature of a citrus
leaf. (A 25- degree variation in a few
hours is not unusual.) At the Plant Materials Center in Tucson Dr. Neal Wright
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In the frightening military inventiveness of the Russians, how interesting
and how very important is the fact that
they still haven't learned to feed their own
people adequately;
4.

As we now celebrate the Land -

Grant Centennial, what a wonderful century of agricultural progress lies there in
history, culminating in the most advanced
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chamber whereby he can test the light,

3.

Agriculture in
ARIZONA

has an involved electronic growth control

heat, air movement, respiration, humidity
and other factors of grasses.
Several oddly separate but related
things come to mind:
1. All this gadgetry has practical application to help in America's production
of food and fiber;
2. What an amazingly wide and varied
training the agricultural scientist of today
must have;

PROGRESSIVE

FOY HERSCHEDE of Springerville, left,

proudly displays with Louis Barbier the

Hereford bull and cow that won him Grand

Champion awards for each at the recent

Arizona National Livestock Show in Phoenix. The Herschede Herefords won many

awards as did other outstanding Arizona
and outstate breeders in all of the various
cattle breeds. The University of Arizona
with its Angus bull won Grand Champion

award for the second consecutive year
while a university Hereford placed Re-

serve Champion. Early bidding was active

for champions easing back to slightly

above normal for the balance of the auction. One well publicized feature was the
price- topping for championship Charolaise breeding stock, well represented for
the first -of- the -year stock show.
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Agriculture, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, Harold E. Myers, dean.
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standable that the major concern of farm-

Birds' Deportment
Subject of Study
W. C. Royall, Jr.

is the other side of the coin - the
sheaf of wheat rather than the eagle's
ers

head.

Bureau Blends Both Views
A viewpoint fair to all interests can be
found in the policies and programs of the
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife,
the federal agency which manages and

protects most of our birds under the
Migratory Bird Treaty Acts and other
Last April members of one of the national bird study organizations held their
annual meeting in Tucson. This was an
appropriate location, as more than 430
bird species have been found in Arizona,
and the Tucson area has an abundance
of bird life.
Birds have also become a major topic
of conversation among Arizona farmers,

principally because a few of the many
species inhabiting this state are abundant
and are inveterate eaters of lettuce, melons, grain sorghums, safflower, grapes,
and several other crops.

Flocks invade vegetable fields at the
time the seedlings begin to emerge, and
likewise converge on ripening grain. In
recent years, cattle feedlot owners have

been plagued by huge bird concentrations which annually consume and contaminate many tons of feed. The role of
birds in transmitting disease is now receiving increased attention.

No News to Farmers
This short summary of the over -all
"Arizona bird problem" reveals nothing
new to those farmers who have experienced heavy and repeated bird attacks.
Farmers want and need answers to specific problems in the form of effective and
economical control measures. To find
these answers, it is necessary for farmers
and ornithologists (bird specialists) to
work together. Such an approach will require that both farmers and ornithologists
take a broad view of their joint problem.

Bird specialists have an interest in investigations which

will help conserve

endangered species. They are justified in
this, as many of our rarer and less adap-

tive species are hard pressed to survive
man's activities plus the usual gamut of
natural calamities. It is equally under-

Mr. Royall is a research scientist in the federal Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife.
Currently he is stationed at the Mesa Experiment Station, assigned to study bird depredations in Arizona.
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acts of Congress. Its personnel find many
opportunities to turn the interests of various groups into a common effort.

Floyd Thompson, Federal Game Management Agent for Arizona, presented at

the Tucson bird convention last April a
detailed, forceful paper on bird depredations in Arizona. He concluded that ornithologists must recognize immediately that

bird problems do exist, and be prepared
to assist in the solution of problems af-

people using jet aircraft) an electronic
technician with a vanload of equipment
soon will be at Denver searching, we
might say, for the right buttons to push.

A Look at Harmful Species
A biologist from the Denver Center
has been located in Arizona for the past
year, in quarters provided by the University of Arizona Agricultural Experiment
Station at its Mesa Branch Station. Initially his studies are mainly ecological, but
long -term studies are now concentrating

on bird depredations most harmful, or
potentially so, to the state's economy.

-

Major attention is on the starling and
English sparrow - foreign imports
which feed on cattle rations, lettuce,
grains, and grapes. Arizona's farmers,

vegetable growers and cattle feeders will
be kept informed of the progress of this
work.

fecting the economy of the land.

Arizona's agricultural industry should
know about the bureau's bird control policy and its research programs now in

progress. The intent of those principles
on which bird control research and opera-

tions are based might be stated in three
words : SAFE, PRUDENT, LAWFUL. Lethal

measures present various degrees of hazards to human beings and to other animal

STARLINGS ARE ubiquitous guests in the

life, so other methods of protection are

Valley. At top, waiting on the utility lines

preferable wherever effective. Control actions must be humane and must not con-

tribute to, or result in, extermination of
any native bird species. The bureau does
not recommend or engage in control activities contrary to any state or local law,
ordinance, or regulation.

Studying, Testing, Reporting
The Branch of Wildlife Research directs bird control research on species protected and unprotected by federal law. It
has responsibility for developing and testing control techniques and reporting findings from these studies. Control techniques are defined as ways of preventing

or minimizing the undesirable activities
of harmful, depredating or nuisance birds.
Research includes (a) ecological and life
history studies, (b) crop and habitat
manipulation, (c) repellents, and (d)
where necessary, local population reduction of destructive species.

The Wildlife Research Center at Denver, serving the western states, includes a
staff of biologists and chemists who make
full -time studies on a wide variety of
bird -damage

control

methods.

Every

farmer's dream is a push button gadget
that will keep the birds out of his fields
forever. For his benefit (as well as for

cattle feeding areas of the Salt River

for a chance to move in; center, resting
along feedlot shade; and bottom, taking
off when the photographer gets too close.
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C. U. PICKRELL
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Someone very precious to a College
of Agriculture, an authentic old -timer ever
ready with tall tales to recall the past, left

us last January in the sudden death of

K. C. Hamilton, H. F. Arle and G. N. McRae

C. U. Pickrell.

A member of the Extension Service
staff from 1919 until the time of his death,

The use of herbicides is vital in the
weed control program of many cotton
growers. The success of lay -by treatments

for late season weed control has created
interest in herbicide applications earlier in
the growing season.
Since 1956, experimental applications of
3- (3, 4- dichlorophenyl) -1, 1- dimethylurea
(diuron) before cotton planting have

been evaluated in Arizona. These "preplant" applications were made before the
pre -planting irrigation. In these tests, pre plant applications usually controlled most
weeds for the entire season.

Put On Before Furrowing
In 1961 farmers in several areas applied

diuron to cotton fields before furrowing
for the pre -planting irrigation. As expect-

ed in the first year of commercial pre plant applications, unforeseen problems
occurred. However, weed control was
usually satisfactory and more cotton will
be treated in 1962.
Before

the

pre -planting

irrigation,

diuron has been applied to the flat soil
surface before furrowing or over the beds
after furrowing. Pre -plant applications
before furrowing gave the best weed
control while applications of diuron after
furrowing had less effect on cotton.

Most annual weeds and seedlings of
perennial weeds were controlled by pre-

Pre -plant applications will not be

"Pick" was a county agent in Yavapai
County for 14

recommended for use in Arizona
cotton until adequate information
is obtained on diuron residues in

years, then Ex-

tension Animal

cottonseed, susceptibility of cotton
with different planting methods,
and the best combinations of pre -

H us ban d ryman,

and from 1937
to 1958 the Di-

plant applications with other cultural practices.

rector of the Extension Service.

Among rural

plant applications of diuron. When annual weeds that germinated with the cotton were removed by cultivation or hoeing before the first post- emergence irrigation, usually no weed problem developed
during the season. Numerous weed seedlings emerge after each irrigation but die
within a few days.

people of Ari-

zona Charlie
Pickrell was

probably more
widely known,
over a period of
decades, than was any other representa-

tive of the University of Arizona. His
The rate of diuron used in pre -plant liking for people, his knowledge of the
applications has varied with soil type. For state and its agriculture, his ever -ready
a given soil the rate has been slightly accounts of the incidents or mishaps of
higher than that used in a lay -by applicaFew pre -plant applications have

that cowboy at Bloody Basin, the miner at

tion.

Bisbee, the politician

been successful on soils having a low

former sheriff at Kingman, made him an
intensely interesting, living history book
of Arizona frontier life.

clay or high sand content or both.

Stands Sometimes Reduced
Cotton stands have sometimes been reduced by pre -plant applications of diuron.
When stands were reduced, cotton seedlings usually died five to seven days after
they emerged. Few cotton seedlings survived when subjected to both the disease
Rhizoctonia and pre -plant applications.

Where beds were flooded in the preBELOW, PORTION of cotton field near
Marinette, in Maricopa County, which received a pre -plant application of diuron
in March. Note the weed -free row mid-

planting irrigation, diuron applications
reduced cotton stands. When cotton seed

cause of the dense infestation of morning

susceptibility

dles. The previous year the cotton in
these rows was difficult to harvest be-

was not planted below the original level
of the field (below the herbicide), stands
were also reduced. No differences in

glory.

have been noted between Acala and rain -

to pre -plant

applications

belt cotton varieties. However, extra -long-

staple varieties appear to have less tolerance.

Cotton seedlings often died when sub-

jected to rainfall or irrigation while in

K. C. Hamilton is a member of the Department of Agronomy, University of Arizona; H.
Fred Arle is a Plant Physiologist and G. N. McRae is a Research Agronomist in the Crops Research Division, Agricultural Research Service,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Tempe, Arizona.

at Phoenix or a

Since retirement from direction of the
Extension Service he had been compiling
the agricultural history of Arizona, in his
emeritus status on the University staff. In

that task, working with the subject he
loved and knew so well, Charlie Pickrell
has been collecting, compiling and editing
historical material which will be a rich
mine for future historians.

the cotyledonary stage. Pre -planting applications of diuron have reduced stands
where cotton was irrigated -up or irrigated

while the plants were small to improve
the stand.

Best on Heavy Soils
Results with pre -plant applications of
diuron have shown this weed control
method can be used under certain conditions. It will find its greatest use on heavy
soils, where serious annual weed infestations develop early in the growing season.
March-April 1962
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CAREFULLY CONTROLLED greenhouse
experiments allow the pathologist to

study the influence of environmental factors on disease development.

seeking a profession in which intelligence,
skill, ambition and dedication are required and which offers as rewards intel-

lectual and personal fulfillment and the
satisfaction of contributing to the wellbeing of mankind, should look further
into the field of plant pathology.

For further information write to the

Department of Plant Pathology, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS:

,

.Y%.:.

_.
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Consider a Career in Pta111 Pathology
George A. Gries
Young people who crave the excitement and challenge of a career in science
should consider the field of plant pathol-

ogy, the study of the cause, nature and
control of the diseases of plants.

Since recorded history began, man has
been curious about the plants on which he
depended for food, fiber and shelter. Particularly was his curiosity aroused when
some "blight" or "rot" or "mildew"

struck his crop and left famine in the
land. Early in history these crop failures
were blamed on the wrath of the gods,

the sign of the moon, or the weather.
Today we know that many of these, such
as the Great Irish Famine of the 1840's,
were caused by plant diseases.

Disease Gets 10 Per Cent
In modern America, famine

is un-

known but each year the pests which cause
plant diseases - bacteria, fungi, nematake an annual toll of
todes and viruses

-

approximately 10 per cent of our potential crop yields and result in a direct loss

of over $3 billion to growers of vegetable, fruit, ornamental and field crops.
Our freedom from disastrous famine
stems in part from our better knowledge
of plant diseases and how to control them,

preventing disease than with curing the
patient. The value of an individual plant
is seldom sufficient to warrant the cost of
its cure even if a cure were possible. Disease prevention is effected in many ways

- by varying cultural practices, by the
application of pesticides, and by the
breeding of disease resistant varieties of
plants.

Thorough Training Needed
Just as a medical student must spend
several years in pre- medicine, so the plant
pathologist must spend considerable time
in grounding himself in the basic sciences

before beginning his specialization.
Courses in plant science (anatomy, physi-

ology, and genetics) and in chemistry
(organic and biochemistry) are particularly necessary. For this reason the introductory course in Plant Pathology is normally delayed until the sophomore or
junior year. With sound training, however, the plant pathologist with a bachelor's degree finds a variety of technical
jobs open to him. Better jobs with more
pay, of course, await the pathologist with
advanced specialized training.

While plant pathology is basically a
biological science, the student interested

but the continual discovery of new diseases and the diligent search for better
means of controlling the old, present
almost daily challenges to be solved by

in chemistry, physics, and even mathemat-

the plant pathologist.

microscopy, chromatography and statistical techniques are used in research on
plant diseases.

Unlike the medical doctor, the plant

"doctor" is usually more concerned with
Dr. Gries

is

Plant Pathology.

head of the Department of

ics will find a rewarding outlet for his
interests. All of the modern tools of research, such as radioactive tracers, electron

It Warrants the Best
Any science- oriented boy or girl who is

ABOVE, ISOLATION OF pathogens and

the study of their growth in pure culture
require sterile conditions.

MODERN INSTRUMENTS, such as this

supercentrifuge in the photo below, are
used in plant pathological research.
tr

ARIZONA AND U. S. ELECTRIC
HOME APPLIANCE OWNERSHIP

f040Ka qoexee

Arizona'
U.S.'
(in percentages)

Appliance

Welt

Range
Refrigerator
Iron - -

37
92

Washer Mixer
Vacuum Cleaner
Toaster - -

Eteceireesaav

Waffle Iron Frying Pan Coffee Maker

Alida S. Hotchkiss

Freezer

-

-

Corn Popper
Deep Fryer Sandwich Grill

There is a greater proportion of
food freezer ownership in Arizona
than is true of the nation as a whole.

In Arizona 61 per cent of a family
sampling showed freezer ownership

Roaster
Blender

-

-

-

-

Floor Polisher
Ironer
Clothes Dryer Knife Sharpener

Dish Washer
Saucepan -

-

-

99
94
92
92
91
75
65
63
61
37
33
32
27
20
19
16
14
12
11
9
9
6

36
98
88
95
56
74
80
43
58
23

20'
7

'From sampling of 1,088 families on home

5

10

agents' mailing list, urban and rural.
Merchandising Week," a
McGraw -Hill publication. Does not include
all categories in the Arizona study.
`U.S. figure for clothes dryers includes both gas

'From "Electrical

We Have More Mixers, Too
Arizona families are ahead of the national average not only in freezer ownership but also in electric food mixers,
electric frying pans and vacuum cleaners.

Appliances owned by nine -tenths or
more of Arizona families are ranges, refrigerators, irons, washers, mixers, vacuum

cleaners, and toasters. Those least frequently owned - by less than a tenth of
the families - are electric saucepans, electric can openers, and food waste disposers.

If you count the number of small appliances in your home you may be surprised. The median number of such items

in Arizona homes is eight. Only seven
per cent of the families owned fewer than

five small appliances. This suggests the
importance of adequate wiring to carry

the load of these small appliances

in

addition to the large appliances in homes.
Information about appliance ownership
was obtained from 1,088 Arizona families
by means of the questionnaire mailed to

names on the home agents' mailing lists
in all 14 Arizona counties.

and electric, while Arizona is solely for electric.

Slight Area Differences
Only a few substantial differences were

found in ownership of appliances by the
farm or ranch families, the rural nonfarm
families, and the urban families. Freezers
were owned by considerably more farm
families, and
although the differences
were less striking - more urban families
owned coffee makers and food waste disposers while fewer owned electric corn
poppers, knife sharpeners, or dishwashers
than the farm families.
In the homes of the youngest homemakers, fry pans, ironers, and clothes
dryers were owned more extensively but
vacuum cleaners, waffle irons, freezers,
roasters, blenders, and dishwashers were
less extensively owned than in the homes

-

of the older homemakers.

An intention to buy new appliances
during the coming 12 months, either as
replacements or for the first time, was
expressed by four out of 10 families, and

they expected to buy an average of 1.7
items. Most often mentioned in this regard were washers, refrigerators, ranges,
and freezers, in that order. Vacuum clean-

ers, frypans, and irons ranked next in
importance.

Some Appliances Ancient
Seven- tenths or more of the four large
appliances had been purchased within the
previous 10 years, but some families were
still using refrigerators, ranges, and wash-

Home Economics staff.

E. Todd became chief in 1962 of the

newly created Agriculture Research Branch

in the Entomology Research Division of
the Agriculture Research Service of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Since 1949 Mr. Todd was in charge of
the Southwestern Bee Culture Laboratory
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
with headquarters on the Tucson campus
of the University of Arizona. Mr. Todd

Md., Mr. Todd will be in charge of

branch laboratories in Louisiana, Wiscon-

sin, Arizona and Utah. Nearly 30 scientists will be under his direction.
Frank Todd will be remembered as a
diligent cooperator with numerous growers and research workers in Arizona. He
will also be remembered as a most successful teacher of a course dealing with
the honey bee, which was taken by many
University of Arizona students during the
past 10 years.
Mr. S. E. McGregor has been named

as successor to Mr. Todd in charge of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture Bee
Culture Laboratory at Tucson. Soon this
laboratory will move into new and more
adequate quarters, to be built on university -owned land on the Allen Road Tract,
near the UA Dairy Research Center. Work
of the laboratory involves basic and practical investigations of the pollination of
agricultural crops, effect of insecticides on

bees, bee nutrition, and basic studies of
bee behavior.
tended to be purchased second -hand more

often than did the washers or refrigerators.

A number of homemakers ex-

pressed dissatisfaction with maintenance and repair services available in their communities. This
problem is common throughout the
country. Householders complain of
high repair costs, slowness in answering service calls, and failure
of appliances to work properly
after being repaired.
Appliances needing frequent repairs are
washers, dryers, stoves, and refrigerators.

With the addition of more and more
extra features and gadgets to appliances,

and with frequent model changes, the
repair and maintenance problem is likely
to persist. Consumers must decide whether

the gadgetry and trim give satisfaction

years previously. Although the large ma-

sufficient to overcome the disappointments II
and frustrations connected with obtaining
adequate servicing and repair.

purchased new, the ranges and freezers

March -April 1962

ers that had been bought more than 20
Dr. Hotchkiss is a member of the School of

useful work on this campus, Mr. Frank

addition to research activities at Beltsville,

23 per cent for freezers.

obtained through "Electrical Merchandising Week," a national publication.

After more than a decade of highly

the Agricultural Experiment Station. In

compared to a national average of

were compared with national averages

Goes to Beltsville

also held a part -time appointment as professor of entomology and entomologist in

Can Opener - Food Waste Disposer

This is the widest disparity between
Arizona and national ownership of home
electric appliances, according to a survey
made through County Home Agent mailing lists in Arizona. The Arizona figures

Todd the Bee Man

jority of these four large pieces were
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eight to nine feet when mature, due to

Here's a `Two-for-One" Deal With

SORGHUM
Lee S. Stith and Robert L. Voigt

elongation of the internodes. This late or
second crop is suitable for silage purposes
and will usually contain a good yield of
grain.

Handle Same As Others
Agronomically, a dual purpose sorghum,

such as Northrup King 300, grown for
both grain and forage purpose, follows
about the same management as any other
sorghum. One would use 38 -40 inch single

Photoperiodism, or day length sensitivity, makes
possible the production of a grain harvest and a forage
harvest from one planting of sorghum and offers a
new sorghum management possibility.
Traditionally, sorghum has been grown

either (1) for a single harvest of grain
or a single forage harvest, or (2) for
double harvesting each year, as grain grain, or forage - forage harvest from a
single seeding.

A new slant is to harvest one crop of
grain and one of forage from the same
seeding. Photoperiodism, or day length
sensitivity makes possible this new slant

exhibit this photoperiodic characteristic
strongly enough to be used, namely

Northrup -King 300, DeKalb FS 1A, and
Hegari, and these in decreasing order of
response. If Northrup King 300, for example, is planted in March (soil temperatures above 60 °) when the day length is
less than 12 hours, the internodes fail to
elongate and the plants attain a height of
approximately five feet when grain is

ready to harvest. The grain yields compare favorably with those obtained by
short day length, certain sorghums mature strictly grain types (Table 1) . Northrup
grain at heights (four to five feet) that King 300, when planted or ratooned after
can be combined easily. Then the same equinox (April 20) and the day length
sorghum, grown under long days, will exceeds 12 hours, will attain a height of
grow tall (eight to nine feet) before ma

in the use of sorghums. Grown under

grain,

turing

thus

making

rows, seed at the rate of eight pounds per

acre, use approximately 100 pounds of
nitrogen per acre side dressed after seed-

ing, and 100 pounds in water for the
second crop, and irrigate as needed for
optimum growth. Mowing the stubble of
the first harvest will probably result in
production of larger, stronger stalks for
the second crop (forage) than if not
mowed back, but mowing back is not
essential.

Table 1 presents data comparing Northrup King 300 (photoperiodic) and RS
610 (grain hybrid) in performance. The
results are not conclusive but suggests

what to expect Northrup King 300 to
produce as grain and forage.
To compare possible returns from the
two systems of management, that is, dou-

ble harvesting RS 610, and using Northrup King 300 for forage and grain, the
gross expected returns are summarized in
Table 2.

excellent

silage.

Fits Into Farming Plan
Economically, the new slant or management possibility fits into Arizona agriculture in at least two ways, as will no other
cropping sequence. First, if a farm operation is diversified to include livestock
feeding that requires both grain and

Table 1: Yield Performance of a Photoperiodic Sorghum (NK300) and a Grain Hybrid (RS610)
Compared.
University of Arizona Experimental Farms
1960 and 1961

forage, then a photoperiodic sorghum is
an answer. Secondly, if a grower is inter-

Harvests

ested in improving the tilth of the soil
and not lose the income from a crop,
again photoperiodic sorghum is the an-

Hybrid

Location

1st (Mid-Summer)
Grain Only

swer. A sorghum can be planted early in
March and the grain harvested in July or

NK 300

Yuma 1960
Mesa 1961
Yuma 1960
Mesa 1961

8450
6623
6785
7068

August. From this original seeding,

a

crop of forage is ready to be turned under
after frost in November. This system of

RS 610

sorghum management will also comply
with the governmental regulation for participation under the present feed grains
act of the Federal Farm Program.

The choice of sorghums to grow is
rather restricted at present. Only two or
three dual purpose varieties or hybrids
illThe authors are members of the Plant Breeding Department, Dr. Stith specializing in grain
sorghums, Dr. Voigt with the forage sorghums.
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2nd (Fall)
Forage

Grain

29.7 Ton

3597
Froze
Blasted
4029

15.7
Blasted

None

Table 2: Comparison of Expected Returns of Sorghums by Systems of Management.*
System

Grain -Grain (RS 610)
Grain - Forage (Northrup King 300)

Yuma - 1960

Mesa - 1961

$136
$318

$222
$211

*Grain Value - $40 per ton; Forage Value - $5 per ton.

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
CENTENNIAL YEAR

Bulletins
A- 20- Irrigation, Why ? How Much?
A -4 (Revised) Field Crop Varieties
for Arizona, 1962
A -9 (Revised) -1962 Fertilizer Rec-

ommendations for Arizona
Agronomic and Commercial
Horticultural Crops

By the President
of the United States of America

A- 21- Arizona Agriculture - 1962

Folders
68 -List of Arizona Farm and Home
Publications

. rtuLamattnn
WHEREAS May 15, 1962, marks the centennial of the approval by President
Lincoln of legislation establishing the United States Department of Agriculture; and

Cochise County
KAWT Douglas

Mon and Wed.,
.

6:55 a.m.

KAPR, Douglas - Sat., 12:15 p.m.

Coconino County
KCLS, Flagstaff - Tues. and Thurs.,
8:20 a.m.

KGLS, Flagstaff (Home Agent) Thurs., 9:45 a.m.

KVNA, Flagstaff - Mon. thru Fri.,

WHEREAS the Department of Agriculture through its research, service, and educational work has enabled our farmers and ranchers, processors, and dis-

tributors to provide the food, fiber, and wood products necessary to a
healthful, vigorous, and expanding population through increased efficiency
in the production, utilization, and marketing of agricultural products; an

WIIEREASan economically sound agriculture and a rewarding rural life are essential to the national well -being; and

12:15 p.m.

Graham County
KATO, Safford - Sat., 9:30 a.m.

Maricopa County
KRUX, Phoenix
5:55 a.m.
KTAR, Phoenix

Mon. thru Sat.,

Thurs., 12:45 p.m.
KOY, Phoenix - Sun., 8:45 a.m.

Navajo County
KDJI, Holbrook

Tues., 12:45 p.m.

Pinal County
KPIN, Casa Grande - Daily except
Thurs., 6:40 a.m., Mon. and Fri.,
9:35 a.m.

Yavapai County
KYCO, Prescott
Fri., 5:55 p.m.
KNOT, Prescott
Fri., 5:35 a.m.

Mon., Wed. and
Mon., Wed. and

Yuma County

WHEREAS our productive agriculture has enabled the Government and many pigvate organizations to initiate programs to alleviate hunger and suffering
among peoples throughout the world; anti
WI 1h,REAS the emergence of a progressive, eftielent, and productive agriculture during
the one hundred years since the establishni,nt oft the Department of Agricult 1a re has resulted in large measure from

the close cooperation between the De-

partment of Agriculture and the national system of I .and - Grant universities and colleges which was founded

under the first Morrill Act of July 2,
1862, and this historical anniversary
will also he observed during the same
year; and

KYUM, Yuma - Mon. thru Fri., 6:25
a.m.

KVOY, Yuma - Mon. thru
12:35 p.m.

Fri.,

WHEREAS the Congress, h, a joint resolution approved August 25, 1961, has
requested the President to issue a proclamation designating 1962 as the

`

centennial year of the establishment of the United States Department of
Agriculture:

N OW, TIIEREFORE, I, JOHN F. KENNEDY, President of the Unite States of
America, Jo hereby designate the year 1 962 as United States Department
of Agriculture Centennial Year; and I request the Department of Agricul-

ture to plan anti to participate in appropriate activities recognizing the
anniversary to the end that the centennial may serve as an occasion to
commemorate the contributions of agriculture to the health and welfare of
every citizen, to the national well- heing, and to the development of
emerging nations.

Ialso request that, in its centennial ohservaue, s, the Department of Agriculture
cooperate with Land -Grant universities and colleges in recognition of a
century of mutually heneficial cooperative relationships, and with other
appropriate organizations and individuals.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, J have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the
United States of America to he affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this twenty-fifth Jay of August in the year of our
Lord nineteen hundred anti sixty -one, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred and eighty- sixth.

JOHN F. KENNEDY

Strontium Uptake

Study is Under Way
This university's Department of Agricultural Chemistry and Soils, which has
been aided in its research studies by frequent grants -in -aid from the Atomic
Energy Commission, now is initiating research under an AEC contract for a study

of "The uptake of strontium by various
type crops, and factors affecting uptake
and translocation of strontium and calcium native to soil."

Dr. W. H. Fuller, department head,
explains that the over all objective of
this contract is "to learn as much as possible regarding (1) the behavior of radioactive strontium as a fallout contaminent
in soils and (2) methods for controlling
the uptake of radiostrontium contamination into food plants.
"This research," he notes, "is ultimate-

ly aimed at controlling the entry of the
long -life radioactive atom into the human
food chain."
The immediate specific objective of the
research this year is to determine the behavior of calcium and strontium with re-

spect to its absorption by plants from
native soil sources and compounds of
different chemical and physical charac-

teristics.

Future Farmers Now Future Teachers

Radiostrontium is one of the most biologically hazardous products of nuclear
fission because it is absorbed by plants and

enters the food chain as readily as other
ions with which it competes, such as calcium. The plant does not distinguish between calcium
nutrition.

and

strontium in its

Since soils in arid and semiarid regions
contain abundant supplies of calcium not
only as free salts, but on the soil colloid
in the exchange complex, calcium becomes

an important element in the absorption
and translocation of radiostrontium that

These former Arizona Future Farmers, now seniors in Agricultural Education at the University of Arizona, will

Decker was his supervising teacher; Pat
English from Douglas teaching at Cool-

soon become qualified teachers of agricul-

John Mayfield, supervising teachers.

hire.

Robert Sotomayor from Amphitheater
teaching at Douglas, directed by the veteran Frank Adams, supervising teacher;
Carnell Sipes from Coolidge teaching at

Six of these men recently completed
their first phase of student teaching, and
two did student teaching last year. Left to
right: Clayton Lambeth from Casa Grande
teaching at Amphitheater, where William
F. Hendrix is supervising teacher; Gordon

Elliott from Douglas completed student
teaching at Chandler under direction of
Paul Vance, supervising teacher; Charles
Van Meter from Glendale completed student teaching at Tolleson, where R. Clair
Page 9
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idge under direction of Cy Henry and

Benson,

Vincent

Salmon

supervising

teacher; Stuart Anderson from Agua Fria
teaching at Tolleson; and Richard Raba go from Douglas teaching at Casa Grande
where Jerry Busby and Max Huff are su-

might contaminate agricultural soils.
The research undertaken in this project
will reveal the factors controlling radiostrontium uptake and the effect of various
forms of calcium on strontium uptake by

plants. The research will determine the
movement of radiostrontium in soils and
the factors affecting this movement, as
well as rate of movement as influenced
by the presence of various sources of

calcium. An attempt will be made to

determine the factors controlling the

fixation of radiostrontium in soils in
position unavailable to plants.

pervising teachers.
Anderson, Lambeth and Sotomayor are

zine

former state FFA officers and the others
were members and leaders in FFA in their

named nor imply criticism of similar ones not mentioned.

respective high schools.

Trade names used in this magado

not

endorse

products

a

POTATO PROCESSING STUDY

Potato studies in 1962 at the UA
Mesa Experiment Station will cover
all phases of variety testing, irrigation, fertilizers, harvesting and storage, and continuation of studies
into chipping quality to meet the

e40.4.9

rapid growth of the potato chip
industry in Arizona.

&weld
Paul M. Bessey

Important Competitive Factor
Arizona's chip potato industry finds this
biochemical reaction a big competitive
feature in supplying the nation with potatoes for chipping during the early part of
Arizona's May -June harvest season. Ari-

and both lots were stored for three weeks,

zona potatoes are dug, shipped and immediately fried without the need for cold

Two lots of potatoes taken from but one lot was stored at 38° F and the
lot at 48° F. Storage temperatures,
the same field, actually from the other
it seems, have a direct bearing on frying
same bag, were sliced thin and fried quality. At lower temperatures more

storage or time -consuming, costly reconditioning. Northern grown potatoes,
stored over winter, usually require five to
seven weeks of high temperature storage

sugars accumulated, following breakdown

to burn up accumulated sugars before

Chips from one lot turned out dark of starch reserves in the potatoes.
At 48° F all the converted sugars were
and burned looking commercially
by the higher respiration rate.
unacceptable. Potatoes from the oth- consumed
Then in the frying process these sugars
er lot were fried a light golden tan combined with free amino acids (released
and, with a dash of salt, delicious to in the breakdown of cell proteins) and

they can be chipped.
The latter part of the marketing period
brings competition from other southern
states. Arizona's strength then comes from

The tubers were of the same variety,

together at 320° F in a deep fat fryer.

snatch and devour when the researcher's back was turned. What made the
difference?

the dark brown, unacceptable potato chips
resulted.

its more uniform weather and growing
conditions. This results in a better guarantee of uniform high quality potatoes
which the chip manufacturers require.

Needs Three Qualities
A potato acceptable for chipping needs

Dr. Bessey is an assistant horticulturist stationed at the Mesa Experiment Station.

USING A FLOAT measurement and a
tank of water, Earl Elson measures specific gravity of different lots of potatoes.

three things. First, it must fry to a light
golden tan color. Second, it must give a
good yield of finished chips without taking up too much oil in frying. Lastly, the
chips must be wholesome, crisp, and
flavorful.
Arizona potatoes of the Kennebec vari-

ety do fit the bill, if they are allowed to
mature before digging, are not excessively

chilled before processing, are kept from
sunburning and drying out during harvest,

and are free from insects and plant diseases.

High specific gravity is the most important single quality indicator for the
chip potato grower. Briefly stated, it tells
how much heavier potatoes are than water. Some potatoes will almost float, others sink like a stone. The heavier they are,

the higher the specific gravity. It all relates to tuber maturity and starch content.
The more mature a tuber is, the more
starch it contains and the higher is its
specific gravity.

The standard chipping variety in Arizona is Kennebec with a typical specific
gravity at harvest between 1.070 and 1.095

depending upon maturity. Red Pontiac,
the most important fresh market potato
in the state, consistently showed much
lower specific gravity than Kennebec.

They Tried Them All
Potato chip frying tests were made on

32 varieties in the 1961 University of
( continued on next page)
1llarch -April 1962
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North Dakotan Joins
UA Extension Staff
Dr. Kenneth S. Olson joined the staff
of this College of Agriculture the first of
the year as State Program Leader for the
Agricultural Extension Service.
Dr. Olson received his B.S. degree from

North Dakota Agricultural College, his
M.S. at Michigan State University and his
Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin.
He has had experience in farming, public
school teaching, as county extension agent
and as member of the North Dakota state
4 -H staff.

Dr. George Hull, Extension Director
here, says the new program leader's responsibilities will be in the areas of training and studies, the regional winter school,
program planning and procedures in agri-

culture, home economics and 4 -H club
work.

Dr. Olson will join Director Hull's administrative staff which includes Miss
Jean Stewart, Mr. Howard Baker and Mr.
Graham Wright.

(continued from page 10)

FRIED AT THE SAME temperature and

same length of time, one lot of chips
Arizona trials, using Kennebec as the "fry up" an attractive golden tan, anlot dark and unattractive. The lady
standard of acceptability. With color as other
making
the criterion, Merrimack, Delus, and Ka- Bessey. the frying tests is Mrs. Paul
tandin yielded lighter and more attractive chips, while Red Pontiac, Pungo,
Plymouth, and many others fried up too
dark to be acceptable. Varieties with the
highest yields of finished chips also had
the highest specific gravity readings.

While a major objective of the University of Arizona potato research program is to obtain earlier maturity to reinforce the biochemical advantage of non storage of chip potatoes, the over -all pro-

gram strives to gain a better guarantee
for top yields of uniform high quality
potatoes.

Senator George D. Aiken says, It is not the
farmer so much as it is the public that would
pay dearly if farm programs were abolished.
Only the fact that some surpluses are produced
holds retail prices for foods as low as they are
today. Even a slight shortage would result in
skyrocketing consumer prices.

"It is the economy of the United States, the
security of America and the preservation of our
soil and water resources that necessitate the
operation of a basically sound and prosperous
agriculture."
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USDA Entomologist,

Lieberman, Is Now In
New Post in Tucson
Mr. Frank V. Lieberman, an entomolo-

March
9 -10- Southwest Shade Tree Conference, U of A Campus
12- 15 -In- Service Training Conference

for New Extension Workers, U
of A Campus
17 -FFA Field Day, U of A Campus

April
24-27--Arizona Egg Quality Grading
& Marketing School, Poultry
Research Center, Tucson

May

4 -6th Annual Poultry Industry
Day, U of A Poultry Research

gist who has been doing alfalfa insect

Center, Tucson

research work at Bakersfield, Calif., for
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, was
transferred at the beginning of this year
to Tucson, where he will work closely

June

with University of Arizona entomologists.

11 -15 -Town & Country Life Confer-

Dr. Lieberman will have offices and
laboratory in a new building, soon to be
built for the U. S. Department of Agri-

ence, U of A Campus

culture, on university -owned land near the

UA Dairy Research Center on Allen
Road.

Dr. L. A. Carruth, head of the UA Department of Entomology, tells us that Mr.
Lieberman has had wide experience in the
study of insects affecting alfalfa and related crops, and recently has been particu-

larly concerned with studies of alfalfa
plant resistance to insects.

5- Annual Cattle Feeders' Day, U
of A Tucson Farms

Ovid Martin, the AP's Washington farm reporter, writes that farm manpower is following

horsepower on the decline. The number of
horses and mules has declined from a peak of

25,000,000 head 30 years ago to around 3,000,000 a year ago, and farm employment averaged
only 7,118,000 last year, compared with twice
that many 35 years ago.

U. S. farmers employ 7.4 million workers,
more than are employed in the steel industry,
or the automobile industry, or transportation
and public utilities combined.

1961 Arizona Agricultural Income Over $ 500 Million
Arizona farmers and ranchers received
an estimated $503.5 million as gross cash
income for their 1961 effort. This is 4.1
per cent higher than 1960 when receipts
were $483.9 million. If the value of forest
products is added, the 1961 figure becomes
$518 million.
Increases in value were made all along
the line with the exception of vegetables,
feed crops, poultry and eggs, sheep, and
certain miscellaneous livestock. Cotton
and citrus made notable gains. Cotton re-

ceipts were up $11.5 million, or 8 per
cent, due to higher prices and higher
yields; this despite a reduction of 33,000
harvested acres. Citrus showed an increase
of more than $4 million, or a 22 per cent
gain. (It should be noted that grapes, with
a value of $2.1 million has this year been
included with the citrus figure.)
Other gains were made by cattle and
calves, $2.2 million, and dairy about $1.0
million. Government payments were up

from $2.2 million to $4.5 million, due
primarily to the 1961 Feed Grain Program. The increasing importance of safflower, and the horticultural products of
nursery stock and cut flowers, boosted
miscellaneous crops by 20 per cent.

Lettuce Prices Lower

The decline in vegetable income was
due mainly to decreased lettuce prices.
Potato income was also down, even with
an acreage increase. Prices were down for
alfalfa hay, which accounted for much of
the $1.3 million decline of receipts. Diversion of feed grain acreage cut income in

that sector $.8 million, but that is more
than accounted for in the increased government payments.
Cotton, cattle, and vegetables accounted

for 73.7 per cent of the total crop and
livestock value.

Prices for agricultural products during
1961 were a mixed variation of increases
and decreases as compared to a year earlier.

Increased prices were most notable for
cotton and feeder steers. Otherwise prices

showed little change, or they declined
perceptibly, as in the cases of hay and
lettuce. Some commodities were below
their ten -year averages quite noticeably,
such as hay, grain sorghum and lettuce.
Many of Arizona's agricultural products,
however, have shown remarkable longterm price stability.

Farm Size Continues Upward

Farms in Arizona continue to increase

This is a summary of the 32nd annual report
on income, production and costs in Arizona's
agriculture. compiled by members of the Department of Agricultural Economics. Dr. Jim -

mye S. Hillman is head of the department.

Readers who wish to have the complete report,
in bulletin form, should ask their local county
agent for Bulletin A -21 - Arizona Agriculture

- 1962.

Cash Receipts for Crops and Livestock Produced for Sale in Arizona
10 -y ear

Average
1960

19611

Commodity

1951 -1960

(Millions of Dollars)
$156.1
147.8
67.0
26.0
23.2
28.4
5.4
17.9
7.0
Seed crops - - - 5.7
11.9
Miscellaneous crops - - 2.6
Miscellaneous livestock and livestock products
Federal government payments4 - 4.5

$144.62
145.6
69.52
25.02
22.42
29.72
5.6

$ 169.2

14.72
7.52

6.0

4.4

3.6
9.4
2.3
2.8

Total Value
Forest products

$483.92
21.2

Cotton lint and cottonseed
Cattle and calves
Vegetable crops3 Dairy products Feed grains - Hay - - - Sheep, lambs and wool Citrus fruit and grapes Poultry and eggs - -

-

-

$503.5

-

-

14.5

Total value Agriculture and Forestry

9.72

3.0
2.2

114.4
58.8
19.1
15.7
15.8
5.3
5.1

$442.3

$518.0

$505.12
'Preliminary. The Arizona Crop and Livestock Reporting Service assisted in collecting this infor-

-

-

mation.
`Revised from 1960.
'Year ended August 31.
4lncludes Agricultural Conservation Payments S1,557,000; Feed Grain Program S2,190,000; Wool
Payments $643,000; and Soil Bank Payments 5104,000.

in size and to decrease in number. Large
changes in the past decade are shown by
U. S. census data. The number of farms
reported in the preliminary 1960 census
was only about 70 per cent of the number
in 1950, but the 1960 farms were substantially larger. In terms of acres, they were
nearly half again as large as in 1950. In
terms of value of land and buildings per
farm, the increase in size was even more

Total cotton acreage declined from

434,000 in 1960 to about 401,000 acres

in 1961. Arizona's 1962 allotment for
upland cotton is 370,644 acres and for
extra long staple cotton is 42,433 acres.

marked.

The number of farms under 100 acres
decreased nearly 50 per cent during the

1950's. Those in the 100 to 259-acre

group declined 25 per cent but the number of farms above 500 acres increased.
In 1960, some 20 per cent of the farms
had 1,000 or more acres, compared with
13 per cent in 1950.
The federal government's agricultural
programs in 1961 directly affected products grown on about two- thirds of Arizona's cropland. Major Arizona crops included in government programs are cotton, barley, sorghum grain, corn, and
wheat.

Feed Grain Program
Under the Emergency Feed Grain Program of 1961, Arizona farmers who complied with the provisions of the program
were eligible to receive payments for acres
diverted from the production of corn and
sorghum grain and to receive support
prices for other designated feed grains
grown by them.

CORA JEAN LIBBY, a freshman UA coed

from Bueyeros, New Mexico, was chosen

Aggie Queen at the Aggie Stomp this
winter, proving the sound judgment of
Aggie men.

March -April 1962
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Buckner Awarded
AZ Scholarship
An outstanding sophomore majoring
in Watershed Management, Eldon L.

Buckner of Tucson, was recently awarded
the 1961 Alpha Zeta alumni scholarship
of $150. The Stockyards Inn, at Phoenix,

was the scene of the luncheon where
Buckner was awarded the scholarship,
tendered by Bill O'Brien and Gordon
Shillinburg of the Alpha Delta alumni
chapter.

In the presentation photo at left, are,
left to right,

Clayton Lambeth,

Bill

O'Brien, Eldon L. Buckner holding his
trophy, Prof. Stanley and Gordon Shillinburg. The alumni chapter of the honorary
fraternity includes Shillinburg as president, O'Brien as secretary.
In addition to the scholarship, Buckner

was presented with a new scholarship
trophy, where his name will be first to be
engraved, other names to be added annually.

Besides alumni Alpha Zeta from the
Phoenix area, the presentation luncheon
was attended by Clayton Lambeth, chancellor of the Alpha Zeta student chapter;
Prof. E. B. Stanley, faculty adviser of the

fraternity; and Dr. Darrel

S.

Metcalfe,

director of Resident Instruction in the UA
College of Agriculture. Alpha Zeta is an
honorary fraternity for students enrolled
in agriculture.

Agronomy Journal
Chooses Metcalfe
An honor both to the recipient and to
this College of Agriculture comes in the
naming of Dr. Darrel S. Metcalfe as associate editor of the Agronomy Journal.
The assignment is for two years, 1962 -63.
The Journal is one of several publications
published at Madison, Wisc.,
American Society of Agronomy.

by the

Dr. Metcalfe is Director of Resident
Instruction in the College of Agriculture
of the University of Arizona, Professor of
Agronomy and Assistant Director of the
THERE'S THREE POUNDS of sugar contained in this one sugar beet being admired
in the photo here by Agriculture Dean Harold E. Myers, left, and Dr. D. F. McAlister,

head of the UA Agronomy Department, on the right. This beet was grown at the
Safford Branch Station, from a March 1961 planting.
The Cuban situation caused eagerness on the part of Arizona farmers to grow,
and share in the market for, sugar beets. Responding, the UA Agricultural Experiment Station began annual sugar beet trials, starting with a planting at Yuma in

Agricultural Experiment Station.

He received his B.S. degree at Wisconsin, his M.S. at Kansas State and his Ph.D.

at Iowa State. He came to the UA staff
July 1, 1958.

September of 1960. Annual plantings at Yuma, Safford and Mesa will continue in 1962.
The beet in the photo is a U. S. Department of Agriculture H -2 hybrid. It stands

23 inches high and weighs 20 pounds. Beets in this Safford trial tested 14.8 per cent
sugar, which means almost three pounds of sugar in the one giant beet.
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IN THE UA cotton laboratory, Mrs. Doris
Waterworth is preparing to run a cotton

sample on the fibrograph to
---measure length of the sample. The in-

strument at her right, a cylinder containing cotton, is the fibro -sampler.

For that reason a study was made to

compare visual versus fibrograph determinations of staple length. Eighteen gins

in the Phoenix classing office area cooperated in this study during the 1960 -61
ginning season. Samples from 4,733 bales
were collected. The samples were, so far

as possible, obtained the same way as
samples submitted to the classing office.
Each sample consisted of two parts taken
from opposite sides of the bale. Two cooperating gins had automatic samplers so
only one composite sample was collected
from these gins.

T/í4«aé

ce4.

9i6tor

ete'tm4aUot
Çoeeo
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.Stage Zept0

Robert E. Briggs
Cotton is classed to determine grade
and staple length. Classification provides
part of the basis for price -quality differences in cotton marketing. This service is
performed by the Agricultural Marketing
Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture at classing offices across the cotton belt. Most Arizona cotton is classed
at the Phoenix classing office.
Grade and staple length are determined
in classing offices by visual inspection. In
this report we are primarily interested in
the staple length of cotton. Traditionally,
the classer has determined staple length by

making a "pull" from a sample. By a
process of pulling and discarding, he
parallels a typical portion of the fibers.
The length to be assigned is determined
by judging the length of this "pull" by
eye. One "pull" is made for each of the
two samples obtained from each bale.

Has Comparison At Hand
The staple recorded is from the side

ton Growers Association for funds to make
this study possible and to the cooperating gins
who supplied the test samples and other needed information.

of Arizona cotton laboratory at Tucson
which is controlled at a temperature of
70° F. and 65% relative humidity, these
being standard conditions foc cotton fiber
laboratories. To reduce human variation

as much as possible, one operator was
used to test all samples. To further reduce
error,

a

fibres- sampler,

an

automatic

comber, was used. This instrument automatically prepares a sample of cotton on
a speciman holder (comb) for use in the
fibrograph.

with the lowest measured staple. When
the classer is in doubt, he can pull a sample from an official standard at his disposal
to compare with his sample. Occasionally

the "pull" is measured with a ruler. A
classer must have sufficient training in
this technique so that he can repeat himself consistantly. It is realized that human
judgment and error may be a factor with
this stapling method.

Instruments are available to determine
fiber

length. The principal instrument

used for length measurement is the fibrograph. This is a photoelectric instrument

which scans a fiber sample and traces a
curve from which fiber lengths are obtained. The use of instruments in determining fiber length is slower than hand
stapling but is more accurate. Inaccuracies

may result from human variations with
use of a fibrograph. However, with use of
check samples, such variations can be
adjusted and reduced to a minimum.

Are Visual Tests Fair?
A number of Arizona cotton growers

Dr. Briggs is a member of the Agronomy Department.
Acknowledgment is made to the Arizona Cot-

All samples were run in the University

were concerned about the accuracy of the

classers' method of determining staple.
They questioned if the classers' method
was giving a fair staple measurement com-

pared with length as determined by the
fibrograph.

A servo -fibrograph was used in this
study. One length determination was made
for each of the two samples obtained from
each bale. Two determinations were made
from the bale samples collected with auto matic samplers. One reading obtained

from the fibrograph, the upper- half -mean
length, is expressed in inches and cor-

responds closely to staple length determined by classers. Information regarding
the variety and the classers' staple were
furnished by the cooperating gins for each
sample tested.

Classer's Staples Longer
The average of the two fibrograph
readings was used to make comparisons
with the classers' staple. Combining all
4,733 samples, the average classer's staple

given was 1.05 inches, or

1

1/32 to

1 1/16 inches. Average actual fibrograph
reading was 1.01 inches, which is equivalent to one inch to 1 1/32 inches. Thus,
the average classer's staple was equivalent

to 1/32 of an inch longer than the average fibrograph reading.

Our table includes the average classer's
staple in inches, average fibrograph read ( continued on next page)
March-April 1962
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Pepper and Jim Go to 4H School

Deltapine Proves
Top Cotton Yielder
As cotton farmers may have suspected,

Deltapine cotton performed well in all
variety tests and demonstrations conducted during the 1961 season in Arizona.
Deltapine was the top yielding variety
in most of the tests, according to conclusions drawn from a preliminary summary

of yield data. Tests were conducted cooperatively by the University of Arizona
College of Agriculture and the Arizona
Cotton Planting Seed Distributors.

In tests where Deltapine was not the
top yielder, it was close behind the leader.
"It was the opinion of the Arizona cooperators that Deltapine responds differently to various cultural practices than do
the Acala cottons," Dr. Howard Ray, University of Arizona cotton specialist, said
after studying the data.
Cotton variety tests of the Arizona Cot-

ton Planting Seed Distributors were in
Yuma, Pima, Pinal and Maricopa counties. In addition, UA county agents had
variety demonstrations in Mohave, Santa

-

Yuma County Agricultural Agents have discovered a new fount of 4H interest
dog obedience training. The 4H dog obedience school is a project for boys and girls
from 10 to 20. Classes are held once a week, sponsored by the Yuma Kennel Club.
The course is taught by a professional dog trainer, explains County Agent Dick
Quinton, who assists in the program from the county Extension office. The course,
designed to teach dogs to do the right things and unlearn bad habits, has been in
effect the past two years.
"From this experience we have found that the 4H club boy or girl will learn more
than the dog," says Dick.

The accompanying photo shows Dick's son, Jim Quinton, with "Pepper," the

registered collie which is part of his 4H project. Jim, who was pictured with his alert
dog in The Yuma Sun recently, took his collie through the dog obedience training
classes sponsored by the Yuma Kennel Club.
The obedience school, taught by Paul Steele of El Centro, costs $10 for adults,
$5 for 4H members.

(continued from page 14)
ing, variety and number of samples tested
for each variety.

Although the average classer's staple

run periodically to check performance of
the laboratory fibrograph. Check readings

were in close agreement with the length

of the standard, so it may be assumed
that the fibrograph figures are valid.

Cruz, Cochise, Graham, and Greenlee
counties.

Brechan Honored By
County Agent Group
William B. Brechan, University of Arizona county agent for Coconino, County,
was awarded a plaque and certificate for

outstanding service at the recent annual.
Extension Service conference at the University of Arizona.

Presentation was made at Tucson, but
the award was from the National Agricultural County Agents Association.
Brechan has been a U of A county agent

for the last 15 years, three years as an
assistant agent in Pinal County doing 4 -H
club work, and since 1949 as an agent at
Flagstaff.

between varieties only ranged from a low

of 1.04 to a high of 1.07, the average
fibrograph spread was a low of .95 inches
for Stoneville 7 to 1.05 for Acala 1517 -C
or a spread of .10 inches which is equiv-

alent to 3/32 inches between these varieties. The varieties Acala 44, Deltapine,
Acala 4 -42 and Acala 44 -WR were four
known varieties with a large number of
samples tested. It is interesting to note
that the classers' staple for the three Acala

varieties was in the range of 1/32 inch
longer than the actual fibrograph reading.
On the other hand, the classers' staple for

Deltapine was equivalent to 1/16 inch
longer than the actual fibrograph reading.
Official U. S. standard samples were
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Variety

Acala 44
Deltapine*
Acala 4-42
Acala 44-WR
Acala 124-68
Stoneville 7
Acalat
Acala 33
Acala 1517-C

Average
Classer's
Staple
( Converted

Average
Fibrogra ph

to inches)

( inches)

1.05
1.05
1.06
1.06
1.05
1.04

1.01
.98
1.02
1.03
1.03
.95
.99

1941

1.04
1.05

5

1.04
1.06
1.07

U. H. M.

*Probably mostly Deltapine Smooth Leaf.
Submitted as Acala varieties but the actual variety was not known.

Samples
Tested

889
723
458
122
5

507

83

DON'T
DOWNGRADE

iirrecaleate
(Portion of talk by Dr. Earl Butz,
Dean of Agriculture,

Purdue University, taken from
Growth Through Agricultural Progress

ARIZONA CATTLELOG)

most of their own fuel, power, and fer-

tilizer, industry is now furnishing farmers
each year:

Entirely too many people in this coun-

try think of agriculture as a declining
industry. It is not surprising that this is
true. In nearly any daily newspaper you
may read an account of someone bemoaning the decrease in numbers of
farms and of farmers. You get the impression that this is a recent development, when as a matter of fact it's been

61/2 million tons of finished steel -

more than is used for a year's
output for passenger cars.

50 million tons of chemical materials - about 5 times the amount
they used in 1935.

going on for decades and decades.

Nothing is more erroneous than to

18 billion gallons of crude petroleum - more than is used by

think of agriculture as a declining industry. American agriculture is an expand-

ing industry in every important respect
except one - the number of people required to run our farms. Only in this
single respect can it be said that agriculture is a "declining" industry.
Our agricultural plant uses each year
purchased production inputs, more specialized marketing facilities, and more
research than the year before. It is obvious, therefore, that those writers and
analysts who refer to agriculture as a
"declining" industry look only at a single
phase of this growing and important
American industry.

Although a smaller share of our total
population is engaged directly in farmagricultural industry is big,
broad, and basic. Out of 68 million people
ing, the

employed in America, about 26 million
work somewhere in agriculture. Seven
million of these work on farms, 8 million
produce goods and services purchased by
farmers, and 11 million process and distribute farm products. Hence, almost 2/5
of all our employees are engaged in agriculturally related work. These are jobs
important to everyone - basic to our
economy. They are jobs with futures jobs with personal and financial rewards.
The declining trend in farm population

itself a sign of a strong agriculture.
This is the age of science and technology in American agriculture. Brainpower
has replaced horsepower as the essential
ingredient on our farms. Total U. S. agricultural output has increased two -thirds
is

last two decades, while farm
workers have gone down some three million. This means that production per
in the

any other industry.

285 million pounds of raw rubber enough to make tires for 6 million automobiles.

Earl L. Butz
worker on our farms has doubled in the

last 20 years. This is a remarkable in-

crease in production efficiency. It can be
matched by no other sector of the

American economy.
One farm worker in America now feeds

and clothes himself and 27 others. Just a
generation ago, in 1930, he fed and
clothed himself and only nine others. A
century earlier, he could feed and clothe
himself and only three others.
The farm plant in America purchases
each year approximately $17 billion

worth of goods and services used in
farm production. To this it adds a value
of about $17 billion on farms, which

means that the total farm produce leaves
the farm gates at about $34 billion. Processing and distribution add another $45
billion to this, which makes a total value
of output in agri- business of approximately $80 billion.

These figures point out the growing
importance of agriculture as a market.
Industry depends upon agriculture as a
customer to a greater extent than most
people realize. In contrast to a generation ago, when farmers were producing

22 billion kilowatt hours of electricity - more than enough to
serve the cities of Chicago, Detroit, Baltimore, and Houston for
a year.
I could go on citing other evidence of
the tremendous importance of agricul-

ture in our national life. An efficient and
progressive agriculture is the very foundation stone of a prosperous and strong
America. The first claim of any society
upon its total production resources is to
get enough food to keep the population
alive. This is true in primitive societies,
in semi -developed societies, and in highly developed societies.
We do this so efficiently in this country
that it takes only a tenth of our workers

to get the job done. This means that

about nine -tenths of our population is
available to produce the wide variety of
goods and services that make up the
American standard of living. On top of
this, in the last generation we fought
one major war, did another minor war in
Korea, and have tooled up for a third
war which we hope won't occur. While

we've been doing all of this, our real
standard of living per person has increased some 50 per cent.
March -April 1962
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